I think there comes a point during every PhD student’s graduate career when they feel overwhelming panic about writing their thesis. Whether that moment comes during the first week of classes or in the last year of research, it can be paralyzing and debilitating, and result in abnormal behavior, even for a graduate student.

My first experience of this kind occurred during a geochemical thermodynamics course taught by Prof. Don Rimstidt at Virginia Tech. As usual, my mind had drifted away while Don waxed ecstatic about Eh–pH diagrams. Like a typical delusional PhD student, I was daydreaming about the glory of papers, conferences, and talks, without even having written so much as my name on my thesis yet. I eventually started thinking to myself: writing this up might require a smidgen of actual effort. In fact, writing might actually be just as hard as—if not harder than—the lab work itself! Panic hit me like it does a freshman geology student with a rock hammer at his first outcrop: how on Earth was I going to write my thesis? My eyes widened and I nervously fidgeted in my seat, rocking my head from side to side. Unfortunately for me and the rest of the class, Don interpreted my awkward behavior as me being exasperated with the material. So upon my “request,” he decided to spend the next 20 minutes discussing the merits of a logarithmic scale when plotting activity coefficients. Needless to say, that wasn’t what I was looking for at that moment.

For most students, the realization that writing may not be as easy or as straightforward as originally planned is a difficult pill to swallow. Oftentimes, writing takes much, much longer than originally anticipated. The reason is simple: writing at a high level is extremely difficult. On top of that, most graduate curriculums do not emphasize technical writing at all, so we have to learn how to write as we go. Unfortunately, many students don’t realize this fact until it’s too late.

But do not fear geochemists and mineralogists of tomorrow! There is hope! You can avoid the initial panic, but you’ll be better prepared to overcome it fast. In the end, you’ll not only be proud of your work, but you’ll have a lot less stress when graduating and be a better writer because of it.

I hope that last part isn’t from personal experience!

Deric Learman (PhD 2008, Virginia Tech), now a postdoc at Harvard University, warns that “thesis writing (and approval) involves bureaucracy. Just like science, make a schedule but be prepared to have your schedule changed for unforeseeable reasons.” So don’t get too stressed out over circumstances that you cannot control.

Kate Tufano (PhD 2008, Stanford University), now a geologist working with Tetra Tech-MMM in Fort Collins, Colorado, advises that “if you’re going around in circles and can’t seem to get anything down on paper, write conversational style then go back and ‘science-it-up.’ Once you have an idea on the page, at least you have something to work with.” Good advice for getting a lot of thoughts on paper quickly.

Frannie Skomurski (PhD 2007, University of Michigan), now a postdoc at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in Richland, West Virginia, suggests, “Make a big pot of tea, sit down, and write. It has to get done one way or another, just block out the time and get it done, but try to make it kind of pleasant for yourself.” I wish I was better about doing this. I found many excuses to check e-mails or wander around the halls instead of actually writing. Don’t procrastinate!

So there you have it. No matter how daunting a task it may seem, or how overwhelmed you may feel, you can get through writing your thesis. You might not be able to avoid the initial panic, but you’ll be better prepared to overcome it fast. In the end, you’ll not only be proud of your work, but you’ll have a lot less stress when graduating and be a better writer because of it.
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